READES FANCY  (Richard Reade)

Treble violin
Part reconstructed by Ian Gaskell

Tenor recorder  CUL MS Dd.5.21  f.7v
Bar 33:  4th minim beat rest missing in source

Bass viol
Part reconstructed by Ian Gaskell largely based on bass line in lute part

Lute  CUL MS Dd.3.18  f.33v-34r
Bar 12: Item 4,  tab  f  c  e  c in source
Bar 29: Item 6,  tab  c  d  c in source
Bar 34: Item 5,  tab  d  c  c in source
Bar 38: Item 2 (2nd minim beat)  tab  d a c c in source

Cittern  CUL MS Dd.14.24  f37v – 38r
Bar 3:  Item 2  tab  b  a  d  in source
Bar 10: Item 2  tab  b  a  d  in source
Bar 29: Item 2  tab  d  d  in source
Bar 30: Item 8  tab  b  b  in source
Bar 36: Item 3  tab  g  a  a  in source
Bar 40: Item 1  tab  a  c  c  in source
Bar 40: Item 2  tab  b  b  in source
Bar 40: Item 3 & 4  tab  d  a  a  for whole minim beat in source

Bandora
Part reconstructed by Ian Gaskell
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